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Abstract

The seven NPPs presently in operation in Belgium were commissioned in between
1975 and 1985. They amount to an installed capacity of 5.600 MWe (almost one third of to-
tal Belgian capacity) and ensure some 55% of the total electricity production in Belgium. For
Belgian NPPs the legal obligation to perform a safety re-evaluation after each ten year of ope-
ration is embedded in the associated royal authorization decree for plant operation. Those re-
evaluations are major contributors that give rhythm to large safety reassessment activities and
to eventually induced I&C revamping/replacement projects. In 1985 the first safety revision
of the oldest plants emerged into large I&C modification programs linked to the addition of
Ultimate Safety Systems to the original plant systems : in Doel 1/2 plants, programmable
reactor protection and actuator control systems were added. In 1992/95 the first safety revi-
sion of the four latest Belgian NPPs did not came out with such fundamental I&C modifica-
tions: most important safety I&C induced project was the additions in Tihange 2 and 3 of
programmable systems for sub-cooling and critical safety function monitoring. Due to licen-
sing problems experienced with above projects, I&C systems replacement that occurred as a
consequence of the second safety revision of the oldest plants were made by means of non
programmable systems. In addition lots of efforts were devoted to assess, analyze and try to
counteract the consequences of obsolescence of existing old I&C equipment. Considering
obsolescence problems it is clear that the following steps in the lifetime of Belgian NPPs will
be crucial as far as I&C systems and equipment are concerned.

1. THE BELGIAN NUCLEAR CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM (FIG. 1)

The Belgian commercial nuclear program started in the early sixties with the con-
struction of the experimental PWR plant BR3 in Mol (commissioned in 1962 - nominal elec-
tric power 11,5 MWe). In the middle of the sixties the Chooz A plant was commissioned :
this French-Belgian cooperation project was intended to be a prototype for the large scale nu-
clear construction programs that were to be launched both in France and in Belgium.

Those two plants were decommissioned respectively in 1987 and 1991.

The seven NPPs nowadays in operation in Belgium are located at two different sites
(Doel near Antwerp - Northern part of the country and Tihange near Liege - Southern part of
the country). Those seven NPPs amount to an installed capacity of 5.600 MWe (almost one
third of the total Belgian capacity) and ensure some 55% of the Belgian electricity production
(40.000 GWh).

Commissioning of those plants occurred respectively in 1974/75 for Doel 1/2 (two
loop-twin units), 1975 for Tihange 1 (three loops), 1982 for Doel 3, 1983 for Tihange 2 and
1985 for Doel 4 and Tihange 3.

The studies related to the next NPP to be built in Belgium (the N8 project - intended
1.400 MWe) started in 1986. Those studies were frozen in 1989 following governmental de-
cision.
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2. ORIGINALLY IMPLEMENTED I&C SYSTEMS IN BELGIAN NPPS

For the oldest plants of Doel 1/2 and Tihange 1 an I&C structure implementing four
safeguard instrumentation redundancies and two safeguard actuator redundancies was selec-
ted. Instrumentation systems and analog controls were based on dedicated hardware modules.
Reactor protection and safety features actuation systems as well as the overall logic actuator
controls were relay based. Conventional hardwired panels and desks were used in the control
rooms. Almost no programmable equipment was involved, only to notice were the plant data
loggers with their associated printers in the control room.

For the four latest plants the first level I&C structure involved again four safeguard in-
strumentation redundancies but this time three redundant safeguard actuator trains were cho-
sen for. In order to cope with external accidents (airplane crash, large explosion) a similar
complementary I&C structure associated to the emergency systems was implemented. In-
strumentation systems and analog controls were still based on dedicated hardware modules
although for Doel 4 and Tihange 3 some complex non safety related analog controls (Steam
Generator level control, Steam dump control, ...) were performed by stand-alone program-
mable modules (ACEC MRH 3333). Reactor protection and safety features actuation systems
were based on magnetostatic fail-safe equipment. Overall actuator logic control were
performed by Iskamatic equipment in Doel 3 and 4 and by relays in Tihange 2 and 3. Control
integrated the color CRT's of the plant computerized information systems. Programmable
controllers were widely used in stand alone and non safety related applications
(demineralization plants, waste treatment plants, refueling machines, ...). The only NSSS
specific system based on programmable equipment was at that time the rod position indica-
tion system.

It should be noted also that although different NSSS suppliers were selected all along
the Belgian nuclear construction program a very strict standardization on I&C was imposed
by the Belgian utility and architect-engineer so as to achieve coherence between the various
plants and between NSSS and non NSSS I&C equipment.

At the point where the studies for N8 were frozen, the following implementation op-
tions were already decided :

• four safeguard redundancies for both instrumentation and actuators;
• common I&C structure to cope with both internal and external accidents;
• programmable I&C overall and specific systems;
• computerized control room.

3. EXPERIENCE IN BACKFITTING OF I&C SYSTEMS IN BELGIAN NPPS

3.1. REASONS FOR BACKFITTING

The need for I&C systems backfitting is generally driven by the consequences of con-
straints arising from obsolescence. Obsolescence to be interpreted broadly as it can result
from various factors that are related to :

• the I&C equipment itself or its associated support (from the manufacturer, from the
architect-engineer or at the plant)

• the functionalities provided by the I&C system
• the evolution of the regulatory framework applicable to the plant.
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Equipment and functional obsolescence generally induce I&C backfittings intended for
plant operation and/or maintenance improvement, they address almost only non safety related
I&C systems.

Plant design regulatory framework obsolescence induces mainly safety related back-
fittings.

3.2. ON-GOING IMPROVEMENT OF PLANT OPERATION/MAINTENANCE

Tremendous progress of digital systems and experience gained with their implementa-
tion, operation and maintenance in both conventional and nuclear Belgian power plants paved
the way for a lot of I&C backfittings in NPPs based on digital systems.

3.2.1. Steam Generator level control upgrading

Using programmable equipment to implement those controls in Tihange 3 and Doel 4
plants since their commissioning (1985) allowed to evaluate the benefit that could be expec-
ted from such a backfitting for the other plants.

More performant control algorithms allowed to lessen the burden to the operator by
providing a full automatic SG level control from hot standby of the plant up to full load ope-
ration. In case of incident also the new control demonstrated to be a must for SCRAM redac-
tion purposes.

Starting in 1986 with Tihange 1 all the plants were successively upgraded with digital
equipment.

3.2.2. Computerized Information Systems

First plant to be upgraded was Tihange 1 (in 1986/87). The initial data logger was re-
placed by a system providing graphical color CRT's that were integrated in the existing con-
trol room.

For Doel 1/2 data loggers replacement occurred in 1990/91 along with the works
linked to the first safety revision of those plants.

Existing computerized information systems in Doel 3 and Doel 4 were replaced more
recently along with the outages for steam generator replacement. Those replacements were
decided mostly to cope with equipment obsolescence.

3.2.3. Rod position control and rod position indication systems

The initially installed systems in Doel 1/2 were replaced respectively in 1990 for rod
position control system and 1993 for rod position indication system. The existing rod position
indication system was already digital designed in the early seventies : in this case both
equipment and functional obsolescence were tackled. The system was developed as a stan-
dard product (see fig. 2) and is to be implemented soon in Tihange 1 and Tihange 3.
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3.3. DECENNIAL SAFETY REEVALUATIONS

Obsolescence linked to applicable regulatory framework evolution was taken into ac-
count from the beginning of the nuclear construction program in Belgium. For all NPPs ope-
rated in Belgium the legal obligation of performing each ten year a plant safety reevaluation
was embedded in initial royal authorization decree for plant operation.

3.3.1. First safety reevaluation of oldest plants

Impact of the first safety revision of the oldest plants (Tihange 1 and Doel 1/2) was
very important. Beyond design situations to be addressed for those plants were determined as
follows :

• high level earthquake
• airplane crash
• large external explosion
• fire in the electrical building
• unavailability of the control room
• loss of all external and internal power sources.

Taking those situations into account imposed large upgradings of existing I&C systems
and the addition of Ultimate Safety systems.

In Tihange 1 (see fig. 3) the existing electrical building was reinforced and requalified
against high level earthquake (0,17G), external explosion and little airplane crash. Redundant
train separation was improved and qualified I&C power sources were added. A non seismic
single train ultimate system was added. No digital I&C equipment were implemented.

CONTROL
ROOM

ACTUATORS

' Reinforced and requalified
to withstand earthquakes (0,17G)

1 Improved train separation
> Separate and redundant qualified

I&C sources added
> Instr. & R.P/S.A. refurbished

NON SEISMIC

INSTRUMENTATION : HARDWIRE
LOGIC CONTROL : RELAY

Fig. 3
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In Doel 1/2 (see Fig. 4) it was concluded that it was impossible to upgrade the existing

electrical building as far as high level earthquake and physical separation of redundancies
were concerned. Separate ultimate systems were added :

• they are housed for the two units in a common building (named GNS) and designed to
withstand high level earthquake (O,1G), external explosion and little airplane crash;

• two separate I&C electrical sources are available per unit in the GNS, they can be
shared to achieve up to a fourfold redundancy for protection;

• 6 kV power supplies for ultimate equipment are not made redundant per unit: in case
of single failure, possibilities exist for manual switch-over to ultimate equipment dedi-
cated for the other unit.

The ultimate I&C systems are based on CEGELEC-ACEC AC 132 equipment for in-
strumentation, reactor protection and safeguard actuation (SPS system) and on SIEMENS-
TELEPERM ME for actuator logic and analog control.

Those ultimate I&C systems are acting on :

• actuators already existing or added in the original circuits so as to realize the back-up
panel functions (hot and cold shut-down facilities), the cold overpressure protection
and the isolation of normal feedwater and main steam lines

• the specific ultimate systems that provide for Reactor Coolant Pump seal injection, SG
feedwater, cooling water, compressed air, diesels and electrical distribution control and
ventilation of GNS building.
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3.3.2. First safety reevaluation of the four latest plants

The studies related to the first ten year safety revision of Doel 3 and 4 and of Tihange 2
and 3 plants did not came out with fundamental subsequent I&C modifications.

The initially installed emergency provisions intended to cope with external accident
provided a satisfactory answer to most of beyond design situations to be considered.

An important induced safety related I&C project was due to the necessity to add a fully
qualified core temperature and subcooling monitoring system in those plants. Tihange 2 and 3
were chosen for first implementation. In order to get maximum advantage of this installation,
it was decided to integrate in the system the automatic follow-up of Critical Safety Functions.

The block scheme of the intended system is presented in fig. 5. Important characteris-
tics of this system were the exchange in-between safety trains of digitalized analog values
(each train computing the most probable value) and the aim for a qualified CRT based su-
pervision.

Due to licensing problems the delays extended and finally a restricted system limited to
original safety related demand (core temperature and subcooling recording in control room)
was licensed in 1996.

3.3.3. Second safety reevaluation of the oldest plants

Reactor Protection and Engineered Safety Features Actuation System in Tihange 1 was
replaced in 1995 during outage for replacement of the steam generators. Existing relay system
was replaced by a magnetostatic based one (see fig. 6). Reactor trip breakers were also
replaced and a new SCRAM structure adopted. The new system integrates new protection
functions and periodical testing is eased by the use of programmable test consoles. A back-up
system has also be added allowing during refueling to cut off the main system for mainte-
nance while maintaining the restricted protective functions needed.

Nuclear Instrumentation Systems in Doel 1/2 were replaced during normal outages of
the plants. Actual neutron detectors and all existing cabling were maintained. Conventional
analog equipment (standardized with the one used in radiation monitoring equipment) were
chosen and programmable equipment was restricted to the programmable test equipment. The
new systems provide for better separation between redundant channels and seismic adequacy
versus adopted Operating Basis Earthquake.

Obsolescence of the existing safeguard diesels starting supervisory system in Doel 1/2
and the need for better diagnostic monitoring in case of fail to start had already led in the
early 90ties to a replacement project based on programmable control. A first machine had al-
ready been equipped but due to licensing problems the situation was since blocked. This pro-
ject has been restarted based on conventional technology control and one system has been
replaced based on conventional technology control and one system has been replaced mid
1997 (the three others are foreseen in 1998).

A similar project is on-going for Tihange 1.
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4. PERSPECTIVE IN BACKFITTING OF SAFETY RELATED I&C SYSTEMS

4.1. ALREADY PLANNED REPLACEMENTS OF SPECIFIC I&C SYSTEMS

Especially for the oldest plants obsolescence of I&C equipment places increasingly
heavy burden on maintenance, test and repair activities.

In Doel 1/2 equipment obsolescence concerns about radiomonitoring measurements
have led to the decision to replace part of the existing systems (among which are some safety
related ones).

This project is currently in the bidding phase but it is already clear that the market
trend is mostly oriented towards digital solutions.

In Tihange 1 same obsolescence and availability concerns have forced the decision to
replace the nuclear instrumentation and thermodynamical instrumentation systems. Backfit-
ting activities should occur stepwise along plant outages and start in 1999. The studies are
due to begin very soon and both digital and conventional solutions are going to be conside-
red.

4.2. THE GLOBAL APPROACH TO COPE WITH NEXT MILESTONES IN THE
LIFETIME OF BELGIAN NPPs

Considering obsolescence problems it is clear that following safety revisions of the
plants (2005 - third revision of the oldest plants, 2002/2005 second revision for the more re-
cent ones) will be crucial as far as I&C systems and equipment are concerned.

The year 2000 is probably to be the definitive turning point towards digital technology
for I&C in Belgian NPPs.

4.2.1. The new I&C structure concept

The overall I&C structure implemented in the Belgian NPPs currently in operation is
relying on a split between elementary I&C systems that is an image of the technological con-
straints inherited from the state of the art available in the early seventies.

In the late eighties, with the studies related to the design of the next NPP in Belgium
(N8 project) the point was already reached of reconsidering both elementary I&C systems and
overall I&C structure in the light of the technological developments that had occurred.

From 1989 up to now, better knowledge of the digital technology and associated expe-
rience feedback has allowed to tackle the fundamental problems and to define a new ideal
I&C structure. Each intended I&C backfitting project is to be evaluated against the basic con-
cepts of this ideal structure in order to possibly reconsider the limits of the backfitting so as
not to hamper other future backfittings while allowing to progress gradually towards a final
I&C structure showing improved coherence.
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4.2.2. The assessment project for preparation of future digital I&C backfittings

As can be clearly seen from experience in digital I&C backfittings described in chap-
ter 3 hereabove the licensing concern is the major problem for further implementation in Bel-
gium. In order to solve this problem Belgian utility and architect engineer have started a
common project with the Belgian licensing authorities in order to assess and globalize all the
work that was performed in Belgium up to now as far as implementation, licensing and ope-
ration of digital I&C systems are concerned. This project should also :

• screen what is happening abroad Belgium for licensing of digital systems
• evaluate the I&C systems is currently available on the market.

Final goal for this project is to provide the necessary global classification, qualification
and licensing approach to be used for future digital I&C backfitting in Belgian NPPs.


